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The Complete Guide to Building Cloud Computing Solutions with Amazon SimpleDB Using SimpleDB, any organization can leverage
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Amazon’s powerful cloud-based computing platform–and dramatically reduce the cost and resources
associated with application infrastructure. Now, for the first time, there’s a complete developer’s guide to building production solutions with
Amazon SimpleDB. Pioneering SimpleDB developer Mocky Habeeb brings together all the hard-to-find information you need to succeed.
Mocky tours the SimpleDB platform and APIs, explains their essential characteristics and tradeoffs, and helps you determine whether your
applications are appropriate for SimpleDB. Next, he walks you through all aspects of writing, deploying, querying, optimizing, and securing
Amazon SimpleDB applications–from the basics through advanced techniques. Throughout, Mocky draws on his unsurpassed experience
supporting developers on SimpleDB’s official Web forums. He offers practical tips and answers that can’t be found anywhere else, and
presents extensive working sample code–from snippets to complete applications. With A Developer’s Guide to Amazon SimpleDB you will be
able to Evaluate whether a project is suited for Amazon SimpleDB Write SimpleDB applications that take full advantage of SimpleDB’s
availability, scalability, and flexibility Effectively manage the entire SimpleDB application lifecycle Deploy cloud computing applications faster
and more easily Work with SELECT and bulk data operations Fine tune queries to optimize performance Integrate SimpleDB security into
existing organizational security plans Write and enhance runtime SimpleDB clients Build complete applications using AJAX and SimpleDB
Understand low-level issues involved in writing clients and frameworks Solve common SimpleDB usage problems and avoid hidden pitfalls
This book will be an indispensable resource for every IT professional evaluating or using SimpleDB to build cloud-computing applications,
clients, or frameworks.
PowerBuilder® 6 A Developer's Guide PowerBuilder 6: A Developer's Guide is the most comprehensive tutorial and reference for
PowerBuilder developers using PowerSoft's Desktop and Enterprise editions. Based on the author's authoritative PowerBuilder seminars, this
guide offers proven examples, full source code, and expert advice that can make any PowerBuilder user into a PowerBuilder master. The first
section teaches PowerBuilder fundamentals, from using painters to creating and manipulating windows. More advanced topics like embedded
SQL, inheritance, and distributing applications round out the core areas that every PowerBuilder developer needs to master. The second
section tackles high-level issues: developing multi-tiered applications, Internet development, advanced DataWindows, extending
PowerBuilder, working with objects and the PowerBuilder Foundation Class Library. The final section covers PowerBuilder certification and
preparing for the Certified PowerBuilder Developer exam. The companion CD-ROM includes full source code for more than 30 example
applications that demonstrate every key feature of PowerBuilder. Additions, updates, and revisions to the book will be available from the
author's Web site via links on the CD-ROM and Web links from http://www.mandt.com. You'll Get Complete Coverage of: PowerBuilder
programming basics Distributed processing and Internet development Multiple Document Interfaces Event-driven programming Every
important painter—from PowerScript Painter to DataWindow Objects Encapsulation with OOP and user objects Extending PowerBuilder with
DLLs, OLE, and DDE Creating and programming advanced Data Windows including graphs and reports http://www.idgbooks.com
A guide to writing application programs for MS-DOS version 4.0 discusses undocumented functions and interrupts, all disk formats, MS-DOS
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data structures, and other important aspects of using the computer operating system
Over the last ten years, the ARM architecture has become one of the most pervasive architectures in the world, with more than 2 billion ARMbased processors embedded in products ranging from cell phones to automotive braking systems. A world-wide community of ARM
developers in semiconductor and product design companies includes software developers, system designers and hardware engineers. To
date no book has directly addressed their need to develop the system and software for an ARM-based system. This text fills that gap. This
book provides a comprehensive description of the operation of the ARM core from a developer’s perspective with a clear emphasis on
software. It demonstrates not only how to write efficient ARM software in C and assembly but also how to optimize code. Example code
throughout the book can be integrated into commercial products or used as templates to enable quick creation of productive software. The
book covers both the ARM and Thumb instruction sets, covers Intel's XScale Processors, outlines distinctions among the versions of the
ARM architecture, demonstrates how to implement DSP algorithms, explains exception and interrupt handling, describes the cache
technologies that surround the ARM cores as well as the most efficient memory management techniques. A final chapter looks forward to the
future of the ARM architecture considering ARMv6, the latest change to the instruction set, which has been designed to improve the DSP and
media processing capabilities of the architecture. * No other book describes the ARM core from a system and software perspective. * Author
team combines extensive ARM software engineering experience with an in-depth knowledge of ARM developer needs. * Practical,
executable code is fully explained in the book and available on the publisher's Website. * Includes a simple embedded operating system.
PrestaShop is a free, open source eCommerce solution written in PHP. It supports payment gateways such as DirecPay, Google Checkout &
PayPal. With this book you'll find a link to download 100Mb+ including the module ""MyProducts"" with its own documentation. This book will
help you to customize the Prestashop 1.5 - 1.6 through the Admin panel, and to make advanced code changes and template customization.
Many tools are discussed in this book to facilitate the developers and to help them to understand the architecture of Prestashop in the
shortest amount of time. Alex works as developer manager for an IT group in London. He started as software developer in 1985.
"The Book of CSS3" uses real-world examples to teach developers the fundamentals of the CSS3 specification, highlighting the latest
developments and future features, while paying close attention to current browser implementations.
A developer's guide provides a wealth of examples that demonstrate how to create powerful web applications, covering such topics as adding
applets to HTML pages, the HotJava browser, and integrating animation and audio. Original. (Intermediate).
Introduction I Planning Lotus Notes Applications 1 Introduction to Lotus Notes 3 2 Project Management 29 3 Project Phases 51 4 Business
Process Analysis for Notes Applications 75 II Elements of Application Design 5 Design Guidelines 99 6 The Integrated Development
Environment 125 7 Notes Databases 147 8 Form Design: Part 1 169 9 Form Design: Part 2 205 10 View Design 241 11 Finishing Touches
271 III Advanced Design Elements 12 Notes Security and Application Design 293 13 Creating Mail-Enabled Applications 313 14 Automating
Notes with Agents 335 15 Using Templates 363 16 Lotus Components 375 IV Using LotusScript 17 Introduction to LotusScript 403 18 Basic
LotusScript Programming Concepts 439 19 Writing LotusScript 477 V Developing Applications for the Web 20 The Domino Web Site 503 21
Designing Applications for the Web 533 22 Integrating HTML with Notes 559 23 Integrating Java with Notes 579 24 Kona: Components for
the Internet 611 VI Developing a Web-Enabled Application 25 Library Project Analysis 623 26 Designing the Forms 635 27 The Requisitions
Database 661 28 Documentation and Finishing Touches 691 VII Appendixes A Template List 709 B Terms 713 C Online Resources 717
Index 723.
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A practical guide for Visual Studio 2019 and Visual Studio Code developers who want to advance their knowledge of how to leverage code
generation and how to scan their code for security vulnerabilities.
ZK is an open-source web development framework that enables web applications to have the rich user experiences and low development
costs that desktop applications have had for years. ZK includes an Ajax-based event-driven engine, rich sets of XML User Interface
Language (XUL) and XHTML components, and a markup language. The ZK rich client framework takes the so-called server-centric
approach: the content synchronization of components and the event pipelining between clients and servers are automatically done by the
engine and Ajax plumbing codes are completely transparent to web application developers. Therefore, the end users get rich user interfaces
with similar engaged interactivity and responsiveness to that of desktop applications, while for programmers, development remains similar in
simplicity to that of desktop applications. This book is a Developer's Guide that steps you through the ZK framework with examples. It starts
with installing and configuring ZK and takes you on to integrate it with other frameworks. By the time you are through the book you will be
able to build an application on your own.
ASP.Net Web Developer's Guide provides information to make use of Microsoft's newest Web development platform. ASP.NET is a
revolutionary programming framework that enables the rapid development of powerful web applications and services. Part of the emerging
Microsoft .NET Platform, it provides the easiest and most scalable way to build, deploy and run distributed web applications that can target
any browser or device. ASP.NET (formerly referred to as ASP+) is more than the next version of Active Server Pages (ASP); it is a unified
Web development platform that provides the services necessary for developers to build enterprise-class Web applications. ASP .net Web
Developer's Guide assists Web developers to quickly and easily build solutions for the Microsoft .NET platform. Programmers who are expert
in asp and other languages will find this book invaluable. This book will appeal to all web developers - regardless of what language they are
using or what platform they will be using. Comprehensive Coverage of the Entire .net Framework for B2B commerce.
The Semantic Web represents a vision for how to make the huge amount of information on the Web automatically processable by machines
on a large scale. For this purpose, a whole suite of standards, technologies and related tools have been specified and developed over the last
couple of years and they have now become the foundation for numerous new applications. A Developer’s Guide to the Semantic Web helps
the reader to learn the core standards, key components and underlying concepts. It provides in-depth coverage of both the what-is and howto aspects of the Semantic Web. From Yu’s presentation, the reader will obtain not only a solid understanding about the Semantic Web, but
also learn how to combine all the pieces to build new applications on the Semantic Web. The second edition of this book not only adds
detailed coverage of the latest W3C standards such as SPARQL 1.1 and RDB2RDF, it also updates the readers by following recent
developments. More specifically, it includes five new chapters on schema.org and semantic markup, on Semantic Web technologies used in
social networks and on new applications and projects such as data.gov and Wikidata and it also provides a complete coding example of
building a search engine that supports Rich Snippets. Software developers in industry and students specializing in Web development or
Semantic Web technologies will find in this book the most complete guide to this exciting field available today. Based on the step-by-step
presentation of real-world projects, where the technologies and standards are applied, they will acquire the knowledge needed to design and
implement state-of-the-art applications.
If you’re a Salesforce developer, Mastering Apex Programming will help you to get to grips with the Apex language, its advanced features,
and best practices for building robust cloud-based applications that scale. Explore asynchronous programming, debugging and performance,
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and much more to master the Apex language.
DB2 Developer's Guide is the field's #1 go-to source for on-the-job information on programming and administering DB2 on IBM z/OS
mainframes. Now, three-time IBM Information Champion Craig S. Mullins has thoroughly updated this classic for DB2 v9 and v10. Mullins
fully covers new DB2 innovations including temporal database support; hashing; universal tablespaces; pureXML; performance, security and
governance improvements; new data types, and much more. Using current versions of DB2 for z/OS, readers will learn how to: * Build better
databases and applications for CICS, IMS, batch, CAF, and RRSAF * Write proficient, code-optimized DB2 SQL * Implement efficient
dynamic and static SQL applications * Use binding and rebinding to optimize applications * Efficiently create, administer, and manage DB2
databases and applications * Design, build, and populate efficient DB2 database structures for online, batch, and data warehousing * Improve
the performance of DB2 subsystems, databases, utilities, programs, and SQL stat DB2 Developer's Guide, Sixth Edition builds on the unique
approach that has made previous editions so valuable. It combines: * Condensed, easy-to-read coverage of all essential topics: information
otherwise scattered through dozens of documents * Detailed discussions of crucial details within each topic * Expert, field-tested
implementation advice * Sensible examples
Over 75% of network attacks are targeted at the web application layer. This book provides explicit hacks, tutorials, penetration tests, and stepby-step demonstrations for security professionals and Web application developers to defend their most vulnerable applications. This book
defines Web application security, why it should be addressed earlier in the lifecycle in development and quality assurance, and how it differs
from other types of Internet security. Additionally, the book examines the procedures and technologies that are essential to developing,
penetration testing and releasing a secure Web application. Through a review of recent Web application breaches, the book will expose the
prolific methods hackers use to execute Web attacks using common vulnerabilities such as SQL Injection, Cross-Site Scripting and Buffer
Overflows in the application layer. By taking an in-depth look at the techniques hackers use to exploit Web applications, readers will be better
equipped to protect confidential. The Yankee Group estimates the market for Web application-security products and services will grow to
$1.74 billion by 2007 from $140 million in 2002 Author Michael Cross is a highly sought after speaker who regularly delivers Web Application
presentations at leading conferences including: Black Hat, TechnoSecurity, CanSec West, Shmoo Con, Information Security, RSA
Conferences, and more
The first book on programming to directory services using .NET, one of the least-understood aspects of .NET application development.
Learn how to implement ArcObjects components to customize, add new tools, or extend ArcGIS 8.1 functionality! New from OnWord Press,
ArcGIS Developer's Guide for Visual Basic for Applications is a must for GIS professionals and students alike. This compact how-to and
reference manual contains all of the examples, exercises, plus professional tips and hints that skilled ArcGIS users need to learn how to
develop their own applications. No prior experience with ArcObjects is required! Each chapter of this book walks the reader step by step
through the process of developing a small application, from start to finish. In this way, ArcGIS application developers are exposed to the
entire code and can maintain sight of the big picture as they achieve new levels of expertise in using data windows, maps, layers, page
layouts, and more! Ideal for the novice, initial chapters introduce and explain the VBA development environment; COM basics, interfaces and
applications; plus critical ArcObjects elements. Experienced GIS developers will also benefit tremendously from the straightforward, nononsense presentation of information when it is used as a starting point for developing their own applications.
CSS3 is the technology behind most of the eye-catching visuals on the Web. But the docs can be dry, murky, and full of dastardly caveats for
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inconsistent browser implementations. This completely updated second edition of the best-selling Book of CSS3 distills the dense technical
language of the CSS3 specification into plain English and shows you what CSS3 can do now, in all major browsers. You’ll find fully revised
coverage of the updated syntax of gradients, grids, and flexible box layout, as well as all-new chapters on values and sizing, and graphical
effects like filter effects and blend modes. With an abundance of real-world examples and a focus on the principles of good design, The Book
of CSS3 will help you expand your CSS skills, as you learn how to: –Style text with custom font choices, drop shadows, and other effects
–Create, position, and resize background images on the fly –Spice up static web pages with event-driven transitions and animations –Apply
2D and 3D transformations to text and images –Use linear and radial gradients to create smooth color transitions –Take control of layout with
grids, columns, and flexible alignment –Tailor a website’s appearance to every type of web-capable device The companion website includes
up-to-date browser compatibility charts, links to tutorials and resources, and live CSS3 examples. The Web can be an ugly place. Make it
pretty with The Book of CSS3.
Delivers sophisticated technical knowledge necessary for third party and customized application development and deployment within a more
flexible architecture. Includes reusable code and a standard preconfiguration which can be adapted to the specific business needs of the
company in which it is being installed. Special "Developer's Corner" sections provide real-world/practical development advice for creating
great software in the most efficient way.
The industry standard whiteboard interview can be daunting for developers. Let’s face it: it combines the worst aspects of a typical interview,
on-the-spot public speaking, a quiz show, and a dinner party full of strangers judging you—all at once. Brilliant developers can let their nerves
get the best of them and completely bomb a whiteboard interview, while inexperienced developers who excel in soft skills can breeze through
them. In Surviving the Whiteboard Interview, author William Gant uses his real-world knowledge and expertise to guide you through the
psychological roadblocks of a coding test while also providing you with a sample coding challenge. With enough preparation, information, and
assured confidence, you can survive a whiteboard interview at any organization. In addition to the benefits listed above, Gant helps you
explore how you can create a good soft skills impression that will last beyond the whiteboard test by showing your work ethic, positive
attitude, and ability to take and implement criticism effectively. These assets will unequivocally serve other parts of your life outside of an
interview context, as well. While Gant does not promise that you will ever truly enjoy interviewing, he does promise to arm you with the proper
preparation techniques and knowledge needed to tame the common fears and dread that come along with it. Maximize your career potential
and get inspired with Surviving the Whiteboard Interview. The steps to your dream role just might be closer than you think. What You Will
Learn Practice both hard and soft skills required to succeed at a whiteboard interview, covering coding tests as well as psychological
preparation Learn how to make other aspects of your interview stronger, so you can create a great impression Master solving common
whiteboard problems in different programming languages Who This Book is For This book is primarily for aspiring software developers who
are looking for a job in the field. However, it will also be helpful for more seasoned developers who find interviewing painful and want to
improve their skills.
This book demonstrates how you can use the Enterprise Library Integration Pack for Windows Azure in an existing Windows Azure
application to enhance the maintainability, manageability, scalability, stability, and extensibility of the application. The book is intended for any
architect, developer, or information technology (IT) professional who designs, builds, or operates applications and services that are
appropriate for the cloud and who wants to learn how to realize the benefits of using Enterprise Library in a cloud-based application. You
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should be familiar with Windows Azure, the Microsoft .NET Framework, Microsoft Visual Studio development system, ASP.NET, and
Microsoft Visual C# to derive full benefit from reading this guide.
LabVIEW has become one of the preeminent platforms for the development of data acquisition and data analysis programs. LabVIEW : A
Developer's Guide to Real World Integration explains how to integrate LabVIEW into real-life applications.Written by experienced LabVIEW
developers and engineers, the book describes how LabVIEW has been pivotal in solv
“ A Developer’s Guide to Data Modeling for SQL Server explains the concepts and practice of data modeling with a clarity that makes the
technology accessible to anyone building databases and data-driven applications. “Eric Johnson and Joshua Jones combine a deep
understanding of the science of data modeling with the art that comes with years of experience. If you’re new to data modeling, or find the
need to brush up on its concepts, this book is for you.” —Peter Varhol, Executive Editor, Redmond Magazine Model SQL Server Databases
That Work Better, Do More, and Evolve More Smoothly Effective data modeling is essential to ensuring that your databases will perform well,
scale well, and evolve to meet changing requirements. However, if you’re modeling databases to run on Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or 2005,
theoretical or platform-agnostic data modeling knowledge isn’t enough: models that don’t reflect SQL Server’s unique real-world strengths
and weaknesses often lead to disastrous performance. A Developer’s Guide to Data Modeling for SQL Server is a practical, SQL Serverspecific guide to data modeling for every developer, architect, and administrator. This book offers you invaluable start-to-finish guidance for
designing new databases, redesigning existing SQL Server data models, and migrating databases from other platforms. You’ll begin with a
concise, practical overview of the core data modeling techniques. Next, you’ll walk through requirements gathering and discover how to
convert requirements into effective SQL Server logical models. Finally, you’ll systematically transform those logical models into physical
models that make the most of SQL Server’s extended functionality. All of this book’s many examples are available for download from a
companion Web site. This book enables you to Understand your data model’s physical elements, from storage to referential integrity Provide
programmability via stored procedures, user-defined functions, triggers, and .NET CLR integration Normalize data models, one step at a time
Gather and interpret requirements more effectively Learn an effective methodology for creating logical models Overcome modeling problems
related to entities, attribute, data types, storage overhead, performance, and relationships Create physical models—from establishing naming
guidelines through implementing business rules and constraints Use SQL Server’s unique indexing capabilities, and overcome their
limitations Create abstraction layers that enhance security, extensibility, and flexibility
Create Applications that Gather, Process, and Analyze Information with InfoPath! InfoPath is one of the fastest growing products within the
Microsoft Office System. It is a forms-based solution that streamlines the process of gathering, sharing, and using information by enabling
teams and organizations to create, share, and work with dynamic forms. Programming Microsoft InfoPath: A Developer's Guide, Second
Edition is a completely updated edition of the best-selling book that covers the new features and options of InfoPath with Service Pack 1, that
center on east of use for end users and extensibility for developers. The book takes a practical and code-oriented approach to provide the
essential skill set needed to develop and implement applications with InfoPath. Updated examples that clearly demonstrate the use of
InfoPath with the Service Pack 1 extensions are also included. Programming Microsoft InfoPath: A Developer's Guide, Second Edition is an
ideal reference for developers creating distributed applications using InfoPath with Service Pack 1.

This unique book provides you with a wealth of tips, tricks, best practices, and answers to the day-to-day questions that
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programmers face in their careers. It is split into three parts: Coder Skills, Freelancer Skills, and Career Skills, providing
the knowledge you need to get ahead in programming. About This Book Over 50 essays with practical advice on
improving your programming career Practical focus gives solutions to common problems, and methods to become a
better coder Includes advice for existing programmers and those wanting to begin a career in programming Who This
Book Is For This book is useful for programmers of any ability or discipline. It has advice for those thinking about
beginning a career in programming, those already working as a fully employed programmer, and for those working as
freelance developers. What You Will Learn Improve your soft skills to become a better and happier coder Learn to be a
better developer Grow your freelance development business Improve your development career Learn the best
approaches to breaking down complex topics Have the confidence to charge what you're worth as a freelancer Succeed
in developer job interviews In Detail This is an all-purpose toolkit for your programming career. It has been built by Jordan
Hudgens over a lifetime of coding and teaching coding. It helps you identify the key questions and stumbling blocks that
programmers encounter, and gives you the answers to them! It is a comprehensive guide containing more than 50
insights that you can use to improve your work, and to give advice in your career. The book is split up into three topic
areas: Coder Skills, Freelancer Skills, and Career Skills, each containing a wealth of practical advice. Coder Skills
contains advice for people starting out, or those who are already working in a programming role but want to improve their
skills. It includes such subjects as: how to study and understand complex topics, and getting past skill plateaus when
learning new languages. Freelancer Skills contains advice for developers working as freelancers or with freelancers. It
includes such subjects as: knowing when to fire a client, and tips for taking over legacy applications. Career Skills
contains advice for building a successful career as a developer. It includes such subjects as: how to improve your
programming techniques, and interview guides and developer salary negotiation strategies. Style and approach This
unique book provides over 50 insightful essays full of practical advice for improving your programming career. The book
is split into three broad sections covering different aspects of a developer's career. Each essay is self-contained and can
be read individually, or in chunks.
Written by a team of Inprise insiders, this updated and expanded #1 guide to programming VisiBroker helps Java
developers quickly master skills needed to develop more powerful and sophisticated distributed, object-oriented,
client/server systems from scratch or with existing components. CD contains VisiBroker for Java 4 and Naming and Even
Services, and complete code from the text.
This handbook provides software developers with the information needed to write effective programs that utilize the
power of Visual Basic 3.0. Experienced users can use the book as a reference to new features while new users can use
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it as a tutorial on basics and power functions.
Howard Fosdick, a nationally known industry analyst, presents an in-depth guide to this powerful new database
management system. 100 Illustrations and screens.
Identifies differences between active server pages (ASP) and the new ASP.NET, and explains how to develop internet
applications with Visual Studio .NET technology. The authors describe changes in the control model, the event model,
and the separation of code from presentation, and introduce the capabilities offered by web services, web forms,
HttpHandlers, HttpModules, and the XML data format. The final chapter overviews the common types of database
operations performed with ADO.NET. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
"I come from a T-SQL background, so when I first laid my eyes on SQL Server 2005, I was shocked--and then, I was
scared! I didn't have a CLR or XML background and suddenly had an urgent need to learn it. SQL Server 2005 is too big
of a release to learn from the books online. Fortunately, now there is a book for developers who need to go from SQL
Server 2000 to SQL Server 2005 and to do it as painlessly as possible. Basically, it's one-stop shopping for serious
developers who have to get up to speed quickly. I'll keep this one on my desk--not on my bookshelf. Well done, Bob and
Dan!" --Dr. Tom Moreau SQL Server MVP and Monthly Columnist SQL Server Professional, Brockman Moreau
Consulting Inc. "A SQL book truly for developers, from two authorities on the subject. I'll be turning to this book first when
I need to understand a component of SQL Server 2005." --Matt Milner Instructor Pluralsight "An excellent book for those
of us who need to get up to speed on what's new in SQL Server 2005. The authors made sure this book includes the final
information for the release version of the product. Most other books out now are based on beta versions. It covers key
areas from XML and SQLCLR to Notification Services. Although the wide variety of information is great, my favorite part
was the advice given on when to use what, and how performance is affected." --Laura Blood Senior Software Developer
Blue Note Computing, Inc. "SQL Server 2005 is a massive release with a large number of new features. Many of these
features were designed to make SQL Server a great application development platform. This book provides
comprehensive information about the SQL Server features of most interest to application developers. The lucid text and
wealth of examples will give a developer a clear understanding of how to use SQL Server 2005 to a whole new class of
database applications. It should be on every SQL Server developer's bookshelf." --Roger Wolter Solutions Architect
Microsoft Corporation "While there will be a lot of good books on SQL Server 2005 development, when people refer to
the 'bible, ' they'll be talking about this book." --Dr. Greg Low Senior Consultant Readify Pty Ltd "SQL Server 2005 is
loaded with new features and getting a good overview is essential to understand how you can benefit from SQL Server
2005's features as a developer. Bob and Dan's book goes beyond enumerating the new SQL Server 2005 features, and
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will provide you with lots of good examples. They did a good job striking a balance between overview and substance."
--Michiel Wories Senior Program Manager, SQL Server Microsoft Corporation Few technologies have been as eagerly
anticipated as Microsoft SQL Server 2005. Now, two SQL Server insiders deliver the definitive hands-on guide--accurate,
comprehensive, and packed with examples. "A Developer's Guide to SQL Server 2005 "starts where Microsoft's
documentation, white papers, and Web articles leave off, showing developers how to take full advantage of SQL Server
2005's key innovations. It draws on exceptional cooperation from Microsoft's SQL Server developers and the authors'
extensive access to SQL Server 2005 since its earliest alpha releases. You'll find practical explanations of the new SQL
Server 2005 data model, built-in .NET hosting, improved programmability, SQL:1999 compliance, and much more.
Virtually every key concept is illuminated via sample code that has been fully updated for and tested with the shipping
version of the product. Key coverage includes Using SQL Server 2005 as a .NET runtime host: extending the server
while enhancing security, reliability, and performance Writing procedures, functions, triggers, and types in .NET
languages Exploiting enhancements to T-SQL for robust error-handling, efficient queries, and improved syntax Effectively
using the XML data type and XML queries Implementing native SQL Server 2005 Web Services Writing efficient, robust
clients for SQL Server 2005 using ADO.NET, classic ADO, and other APIs Taking full advantage of user-defined types
(UDTs), query notifications, promotable transactions, and multiple active result sets (MARS) Using SQL Management
Objects (SMO), SQL Service Broker, and SQL Server Notification Services to build integrated applications
This book introduces the exciting new field of quantum computing for computer science students and classical software
developers. It starts from the basics of quantum mechanics and linear algebra before delving into quantum gates and
quantum algorithms. The book also describes the physical realizations of quantum computers and teaches how to write
software for the IBM Quantum Experience using Qiskit, a modular open-source programming framework.
Start Small, Stay Small is a step-by-step guide to launching a self-funded startup. If you're a desktop, mobile or web
developer, this book is your blueprint to getting your startup off the ground with no outside investment. This book
intentionally avoids topics restricted to venture-backed startups such as: honing your investment pitch, securing funding,
and figuring out how to use the piles of cash investors keep placing in your lap. This book assumes: * You don't have
$6M of investor funds sitting in your bank account * You're not going to relocate to the handful of startup hubs in the
world * You're not going to work 70 hour weeks for low pay with the hope of someday making millions from stock options
There's nothing wrong with pursuing venture funding and attempting to grow fast like Amazon, Google, Twitter, and
Facebook. It just so happened that most people are not in a place to do this. Start Small, Stay Small also focuses on the
single most important element of a startup that most developers avoid: marketing. There are many great resources for
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learning how to write code, organize source control, or connect to a database. This book does not cover the technical
aspects developers already know or can learn elsewhere. It focuses on finding your idea, testing it before you build, and
getting it into the hands of your customers.
Windows Telephony Programming: A Developer's Guide to TAPIoffers C++ programmers a clear and concise tutorial to Windows
Telephony that significantly reduces TAPI's steep learning curve. TAPI is an API that has standardized the interface between
computers and telephony hardware. Included with Windows 9x and Windows NT, TAPI is a major element of the Windows
communications backbone. Despite its growing importance, TAPI may still be very daunting and difficult to master. The author
makes TAPI more accessible by revealing its underlying architecture and rationale and by relating its functions and features to
specific tasks developers seek to accomplish in their applications such as making, answering, and monitoring calls, handling
modem data, and building an answering machine. In addition to carefully developed, intuitive explanations, Windows Telephony
Programmingfeatures numerous real-world examples of how actual TAPI programs are built, and a comprehensive C++ class
library that takes much of the "grunt" work out of TAPI programming. The author also discusses building a telephony service
provider and includes a complete working example. Completely up-to-date, this book covers TAPI versions 1.x to 2.0, and offers a
glimpse into the future of telephony with a preview of the new TAPI 3.0 incorporated into Windows NT 5.0. To exploit the power of
TAPI 3.0 when it becomes available, it is imperative that you understand TAPI 1.x and 2.0 first. This book provides the clear
methodology to gain that understanding. 0201634503B04062001
Featuring complete details on syntax, structure, and controls, this book explains how ASP.NET offers a revolutionary new
approach to developing dynamic content for the Internet or an intranet. Using an object-driven approach to development, it
explains how to code in a variety of namespaces, manage data from multiple sources, and work with IIS and server directories.
Also develop a product catalog, shopping cart, and customer management e-commerce solutions using three chapters of sample
applications.
Market_Desc: Primary audience: Existing PHP developers who need to incorporate SEO principles into their web applications.
This book will be of primary interest to programmers who want to understand SEO. Secondary audience: SEMs (Search Engine
Marketers) who understand the technology to a certain degree, but want to understand it better so they can communicate with the
developers better. Special Features: · Provides developers with common pitfalls and practical tips that can be built into the
underlying architecture of websites in order to achieve the highest possible search engine ranking.· Based on the newest search
engine and website technology to assure that results are consistent.· Addresses the needs of different sites including ecommerce
and web services sites.· Addresses design aspects (CSS and HTML), technical aspects (URLs, Status Codes, and Data
Structure), and even social aspects (IP Cloaking and Spam) to make sure all facets of the site are search engine optimized About
The Book: Professional Search Engine Optimization with ASP.NET, provides PHP developers with the information they need to
create and maintain a search engine friendly websites, and avoid common pitfalls that confuse search engine spiders. It discusses
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in depth how to facilitate site spidering, and discusses the various technologies and services that can be leveraged for site
promotion. Topics discussed include basic SEO concepts; search engine friendly URLs; content relocation; duplicate content; onpage optimization; web syndication and social book marking; and even some discussion of black hat SEO.
A hands-on programming guide for the most active wireless application environment--cell phones and pagers In his previous book,
Java 2 Micro Edition (0-471-39065-8), Eric Giguere showed why Sun's J2ME is fast becoming the dominant language for all
handheld devices. In this new book, the Ortiz-Giguere team explains how to use the J2ME Mobile Information Device Profile
(MIDP) to write Java applications for wireless devices like cell phones and two-way pagers as well as more powerful devices like
the Palm VII. The authors begin with a basic tutorial on J2ME, then quickly move on to explain how to use MIDP to write fullfeatured applications for cell phones and pagers. Using real case studies and code, they walk developers through all the
necessary topics, including GUIs, client/server and peer-to-peer communications, HTTP, XML, databases, WAP, security issues,
MIDP and J2EE in the Enterprise and much more.
An expert introduction to Samsung's new mobile platform Bada is a new platform that runs on mass market phones and enables
you to build cutting-edge applications for mobile devices. As an access layer, bada has all the advantages of native coding and
provides the power of multi-tasking and multi-threading. This book serves as a complete introduction to the exciting capabilities of
bada and shows you how bada offers commerce and business services with server-side support. The authors walk you through
the complete set of platform APIs and detail the architecture of bada. Code fragments are featured throughout the book as well as
examples that utilize all of the major APIs, from sensors to maps and from phonebook to billing. Introduces Samsung's new
platform, bada Explains the bada framework, its APIs, and the bada architecture Walks you through how bada is a logically
structured mobile platform that allows you to build exciting apps for mobile devices Features code fragments and numerous
examples that address all the major APIs Discover how bada boasts the richest set of end-to-end service, commerce, and billing
APIs with this book!
Offers a guide to the C# computer programming language for current Java users.
Intended for application developers, this book explains how the InfoPath integrated environment takes advantage of XML to
develop forms-based solutions that provide both data validation and formatting, and how to use both databases and web services
to develop business process automation solutions. Robbins, who is a senior technology specialist with
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